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In a country rich with handicrafts & traditional skills, Uru has been conceptualised to manifest 
inspirational images of India.

The products mirror the typical kitsch, charming and powerful symbols of our grand subcontinent, encapsulating a bit of quaint India. We at Uru India, develop our 
products working with artisans, individuals, SHGs from villages across the country. The USP of these products is that they carry little stories with them and this 

merchandise can be carried by travelers, expats, lovers of India, across the globe.

WE ARE GLAD TO
INTRODUCE URU INDIA



CHANNAPATNA MATRYOSHKA NESTING DOLLS

Inspired from the Russian matryoshka dolls which can be nested inside each other according to their respective sizes, these Raja, 
Rani, Radha & Krishna Matryoshka nesting Dolls from Uru India are handcrafted and painted individually by artisans of Channapatna, 

Karnataka. 



CHANNAPATNA WINE STOPPERS, SALT & PEPPER SHAKER

COORGIE WINE STOPPER
INDIAN MAN & WOMAN WINE 

STOPPER

You can stop looking for the cork that came with the bottle, these Indian 
man and woman wine stoppers are here to seal all your dearest wines. 

Handcrafted & artfully lathe turned by artisans of Channapatna 

SALT & PEPPER SHAKER



BOTTLE & CORK OPENER

Handmade by artisans in the town of Channapatna



CHANNAPATNA TOYS

Handmade by artisans in the town of Channapatna also known as the ” TOY CITY ”

RATTLE
SHARPENER

CUP & BALL



T-LIGHT HOLDERS

HANDCRAFTED IN A SMALL WORKSHOP BY SKILLED ARTISANS OF 
NORTHERN INDIA

FILIGREE PERFORATED 
DESIGN



WIRE T LIGHT HOLDERS

These petal t light holders has a minimalist design and are an elegant addition to your 
home décor. Handcrafted in a small workshop by skilled artisans of northern India. Holds t 

light candles that helps provide a beautiful atmospheric glow.



T-LIGHT HOLDERS

HOLDS T-LIGHT CANDLES THAT HELPS 
PROVIDE A BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERIC 

GLOW 



URLI

Inspired by botanical forms that are simple and detailed in texture, 
handcrafted by metal craftsmen of India 



LOTUS JARS

Handcrafted by metal craftsmen of India, these metal jars features a full bloomed lotus flower on the lid with a dual tone finish that 
adds a traditional touch and make a lovely addition to any dining decor.



LOTUS T LIGHT HOLDERS

These lotus t light candle holder pedestal creates an 
elegant ambience and stands tall for any occasion. 
They feature a full bloomed lotus flower ranging in 

various heights and comes in a golden finish.

ACCENTUATE YOUR DECOR BY LIGHTING CANDLES IN THESE LOTUS 
CANDLE HOLDER FROM URU INDIA. DESIGNED AFTER A FULL-BLOOMED 

FLOWER,  AND FEATURES FILIGREE DESIGN PETALS.



TERRACOTTA PLANTERS

These terracotta planters are handmade by artisans of Karnataka



GARDEN DECOR

HAND PAINTED TERRACOTTA FISH & BIRD GARDEN STICKS

HANDMADE CERAMIC FLOWER STICKS



LOTUS T-LIGHT HOLDERS

Accentuate your decor by lighting candles in these mini lotus Candle Holder set from Uru India. Designed after a full-
bloomed flower, featuring distinguished petals and comes in a dual-tone finish of golden and dark sienna. . 



PANCHATANTRA CANDLES

The Panchatantra is a Sanskrit collection of stories known for centuries as bedtime stories for kids. The fish paper Mache 
candle from Uru India is inspired from the colorful fables of Panchatantra stories. Handcrafted by artisans of India.

HANDCRAFTED & HAND PAINTED                      
PAPER MACHE CANDLES



DINING DECOR

Trivets are a beautiful way to protect your table from hot 
platters & pots, they make a lovely addition to any dining decor

HANDCRAFTED WOODEN TRAYS



TEA KETTLES & OIL MEASURING CAN

Hand painted aluminum kettles & Jugs



COWBELL WINDCHIME

RECYCLED PRODUCTS

Hand painted & made from, leftover waste 
of wooden laser cut work

MESSAGE ON A BOTTLE

Made from recycled bottles & handmade 
ceramic flower stoppers



COW BELL DOORHANGING

DOOR HANGING

Handmade by artisans, this cow bell hanging features seven 
handcrafted iron bells attached by a rope and beads in a 

cascading design. Enjoy the soothing tinkling sounds in the 
home or garden.



TRAIN STATION CHAI SET

In India it’s always chai time – all day, every day. inspired by Indian tea stalls, this Chai Set 
from Uru India will be a delightful and eccentric addition to your tea set collection and 

a perfect fit for any quirky  décor. 



Inspired by the botanical forms that are simple yet detailed in texture. Handcrafted 
by metal craftsmen of India.

PLATTERS

FLOWER BASKET

LEAF PLATTER

GINKO PLATTER



CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

TREE TOPPER



CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS



CHRISTMAS DECOR


